Campbellsport FFA Alumni Tractor and Truck Pull Rules
1.) Contestants will draw numbers to determine pulling order.
2.) Contestants will weigh in before pulling.
3.) Number one puller is the test puller and may take the pull if weight machine is okay, or may
be #3 or last puller.
4.) All contestants (Drivers) enter at their own risk.
5.) Driver must remain seated during the entire pull and operate tractor in a safe manner.
6.) Nothing Can be added, or taken off after you are officially weighed in. Winning tractor may
be subject to reweigh if necessary.
7.) Driver weighed with tractor, any alterations after you are officially weighed in may cause
disqualification.
8.) Weights must be placed so as not to interfere with hook ups.
9.) The pull will start with a tight hook up, no jerks.
10.) Only rubber tires permitted. No Four wheel drive, duel tires, tire studs, or chains permitted.
All power must be transmitted through the wheels.
11.) All vehicles shall be in neutral or Park (transmission selector) while being hitched or
unhitched.
12.) All tractors must be equipped with working rear brakes.
13.) Unless there is a tie, only one pull per contestant in each class.
14.) Judges have the right to stop the tractor at anytime and their decision is final.
15.) Tractors shall be stopped immediately upon signal from judge. The pull shall be
considered over when forward motion stops.
16.) Draw-bar must be equipped with clevis of a 3” diameter opening.
17.) Weights must be at least 6” above draw-bar so not to interfere with hookup.
18.) All tractors must be equipped with stock hood, grill, fan shroud, fenders, and all wheels for
safety.
19.) All farm class tractors have a 2800 RPM limit.
20.) The officials reserve the right to reject or disqualify any entry.
21.) If for any reason you don’t hook up in a class, you must notify a track official before the
class starts and you will be refunded your fee.
22.) Shifting is allowed as long as forward motion doesn’t stop.
23.) Operator may change gears or shift weights within the first 100 feet.
24.) Tractor must stay within boundaries or will be disqualified. Regardless, a measurement
will be taken for record purposes.
25.) Tractor shall be regular stock models and stock built.
26.) Weights not to exceed 24” in front of vehicle. , antiques 18”.
27.) Any driver may be disqualified for adding weights, tampering with another tractor, or any
act not in the best interest of the contest.
28.) Violation of any rules shall constitute a disqualification.
29.) No cut tires.
30.) No extra fuel pumps of any kind will be allowed.
31.) All weights must be securely fastened. If a weight falls off, measurement will be taken
from the spot the weight falls off.
See Reverse for Additional Rules and Information
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Antiques Tractors (1953 or older)
3000LB, 30HP
3800LB, 38HP
4800LB, 48HP
5800LB, 58HP
1.) All are paced at 3.5MPH.
2.) Factory stock RPM's and HP.
3.) 18” draw-bar limit.
4.) 16.9 tire size limit.
5.) No radial tires
6.)Antiques must have a working PTO.
Farm Tractors
6500LB Farm no turbo 56HP-MF EST 18.4 tire limit, paced at 4MPH
8500LB Farm no turbo 73HP-MF EST 18.4 tire limit, paced at 4MPH
10500LB Farm turbo/11000LB no turbo 86HP-MF EST 18.4 tire limit, 20” draw-bar limit,
paced at 5MPH
12000LB Farm turbo , 410CU IN limit, paced at 5MPH
12000LB Farm no turbo , 410CU IN limit, paced at 5MPH
13500LB Farm no turbo, no HP limit, paced at 5MPH
17500LB Farm 20”draw-bar limit, paced 5MPH
Special Classes
4500LB Altered, 20” draw-bar limit
7000LB Open no turbo, no HP limit, 20” draw-bar limit, 3000 RPM limit
7500LB 320CU IN limit, 18.4 tire limit, stock core injection pump 2” inlet on turbo max air
shut off factory fueled dead mans throttle and wheelie skids, 20” draw-bar limit
8000LB Open
9500LB Altered
10000LB 410CU IN limit, stock core pump 2.8” inlet max air shut off, factory fueled dead
mans throttle and wheelie skids, 20” draw-bar limit, 3000RPM limit
11500LB Special, can use P pump, 640 CU IN limit, factory fueled dead mans throttle and
wheelie skids, 20” draw-bar limit, 3000 RPM limit
Trucks
6200LB Street altered P.I. Rules apply
6500LB Gas street stock, big block
6500LB Gas street stock, small block
8000LB Diesel street stock
1.) Must be street legal and driven to the pull
2.) License and registration required
3.) Street legal tires under 35”
4.) Insurance required
5.) Must have fire extinguisher and must be safe
6.) 26” draw-bar height
7.) No weight brackets
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